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Headshots of your
public-facing personnel
influence the perceived
value of your company.
It’s important to have
high-end headshots   
 for everyone who
represents your
business.

Build trust with a clean,
consistent image.

Studio Reem
specializes in high-
quality headshots that
suggest that each
person has special
contributions to make. 

If your people look  
 like a million bucks,
that can only mean
more and better
interactions. 

BRANDING FOR GROUPS
Make your people look good, and they’ll make your company look good.

CALL STUDIO REEM TO BOOK 714-914-0815



The studio comes to your office

Group Portrait Session (includes one final image)

Additional images

Advanced retouching (flyaways, clothing, advanced skin)

Rushed delivery

Private scheduling page for groups of 5 or more 

Studio headshot session

One edited image

In-session image
selection

HEADSHOTS FOR GROUPS
Pricing

CALL STUDIO REEM TO BOOK 714-914-0815

300 per person

Add-ons

1000

300

150  per image

50 per image

50 per image
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SESSION DETAILS

BEFORE SESSIONS

DAY OF SESSIONS

AFTER SESSIONS

You will receive the following for your team

This is how the day will progress

Your final deliverable

Email confirmations and reminders, and
calendar invitations

Setup on location: 15 minutes

Preparation guidelines covering hair,
clothing, and makeup

Each person selects favorite image(s) after
each session

Images are sent out for retouching 

7-day turnaround after final payment

1500 pixels on the long side

CALL STUDIO REEM TO BOOK 714-914-0815



CALL STUDIO REEM TO BOOK 714-914-0815

HEADSHOT TERMS

Payment Structure
Full payment is due to book the shoot by credit card, direct
deposit, or corporate check.

Mutual Trust
Unless stated and agreed upon in writing, the client and their
employees share a limited image license providing them with
promotional usage of the images across all company-operated
websites and social media platforms and the personal social
media of the people photographed.

Project Termination
If you need to reschedule your sessions less than 48 hours in
advance, you will pay a $1,000 reschedule fee. If you need to
cancel your sessions before any sessions have taken place, you
will receive a 50% refund. 

Photography Privacy Agreement
We respect the privacy of our clients. If your project requires a
photography privacy agreement, please let us know as soon as
possible before the sessions.

Final Deliverable
Unless stated and agreed upon in writing, the final deliverable is
a 1500-pixel (long edge) jpeg file at 100 dpi within seven days of
the final session or of final payment being received if more work
is added to the scope of the original booking.

After Sale Services
Your branding is essential, and uniformity across your brand is a
key component of that goal. Our corporate clients have access
to our new-hire program in the Irvine studio. Please make Studio
Reem a part of your onboarding process.


